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ACROSS
1. Popular scripting language
5. Slip-ups
11. Very high-def format
12. Get back at
13. The current occasion
15. Topmost room
16. Anatomical pouch
17. French plural pronoun
18. Famous boy king
20. Tease
23. They have offices at the end of the 3600 hallway
24. It has four quarters
25. Today's headline speaker
29. Tool for nails
30. Moscow department store
31. Kimono sash
32. The German?
33. What you lose when you stand
36. 72 for a round, most commonly
38. Important software principle
40. Timely description of 25 Across
43. French fruit in season soon
44. Home of Ahmedinejad
45. Asserts
46. Next-to-last place in an addition

DOWN
1. Units equal to 12 points
2. Overact
3. Speaks ones mind, perhaps
4. XXII x III
5. Body of water smaller than one mer
6. "Halt, matey!"
7. Group whose members are mostly vegetarian
8. Chuckle
9. Self-confidence
10. Schumer, e.g.
14. 3-bit base
19. Standard practice
21. Actor McKellen
22. Hosp. professionals
23. Day after Mon.
24. "Tasty!"
25. Flying saucer
26. Women actually don't have an extra one
27. Boat ramp
28. Southwestern beast of burden
32. Put clothes on
33. Money, usually preceded by "filthy"
34. International group including Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines
35. Workers
37. Line on a graph
39. It's often indicated by a lit red sign
40. Protocol developed by Sun
41. Historical period
42. ___ Speedwagon